Going In Style

With players' salaries gone far beyond ludicrous, their disdain for fans skyrocketing, and their Superstar egos matched only by those of the owners, it's nice to see that something in Major League Baseball is getting better.

Ballparks. Today's Major League ballparks are being designed and built with the fan, as opposed to the seating capacity, in mind.

Two real, natural turf gems opened this season — the Cleveland Indians' Jacobs Field and The Ballpark at Arlington, home of the Texas Rangers. Both venues seat far less than the average park constructed in the 1960s and 1970s.

While I haven't visited either Jacobs Field or The Ballpark at Arlington, by most accounts they have grace and style similar to Camden Yards in Baltimore or Comiskey Park in Chicago. All four parks were designed to recapture the historic look and feeling of classic diamonds, such as Wrigley Field.

Two groups are served by this "nostalgic" trend. First, the fans are treated to a game played in a more intimate, much smaller venue. The "worst seat in the house" at Jacobs Field or The Ballpark at Arlington is better than the average seat at many domes and stadiums.

Perhaps most importantly, the field is not an afterthought in the new "classic" parks. This may be a positive by-product of today's finicky, professional Superstar ball player, who wants only the best surface and facilities, and the owners, who may be starting to realize that a safe surface is one of the best insurance policies against injuries to high-priced stars. It's no accident that the two newest fields in Major League Baseball are natural turf.

Third, the ballpark owners and surrounding businesses will benefit through better attendance. Who wouldn't want to watch a game at one of these intimate venues?

For the sports turf industry, these parks are good omens indeed. Any highly visible improvement in the industry also elevates it a notch. You'd expect the kind of press Jacobs Field and The Ballpark at Arlington received from Sports Illustrated, but the fact that the Wall Street Journal chose to cover their openings in a March issue is quite significant.

More and more, from Little League to Major League, from Pop Warner to the NFL, fields are beginning to matter, as do the professionals who care for them. They've been important all along, yet it's taken time for the decision-makers at the professional level to see beyond the bottom-line, or to understand that an intimate venue, coupled with an outstanding natural surface cared for by a first-rate professional, can actually improve it.
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